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INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS FOR IMPROVED THERAPEUTIC HEALING ENVIRONMENTS
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Healthcare facilities need to be designed as innovative healing environments that improve quality of care, aid the recovery process, promote therapeutic goals and improve operational efficiency. A £5 billion hospital development programme has been designated to develop new healthcare infrastructure and upgrade existing hospital facilities to meet increasing demands of healthcare across the UK. This main aim of this paper is to collate information on current developments and practice in relation to therapeutic environments. An extensive review of literature relating to current practice has been undertaken. Relationships between the physical environment and patient recovery have been investigated in order to assess the potential impact of healthcare built environments on the healing process. Critical factors which impact on the performance of a healthcare facility, such as building layout and stakeholder participation have been examined. The benefits from innovative design and construction solutions, along with the barriers to innovation, have been highlighted to identify the opportunities for improving the quality of healthcare provision.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2001, the NHS announced one of the biggest building programs in the world, funded by £5 billion from the private sector, and hospital building stands at the top of this investment programme (Granville, 2001). Alan Milburn (2001, p7), the Minister of Health, argued that the programme provided an opportunity to "design in from the start the space, the flexibility, the infrastructure in which staff can deliver the best quality care". He also emphasised that it is possible to develop "from the outset an appreciation of the importance of the patient environment to recovery and rehabilitation".

Innovative healing environments very much depend upon the design and construction of healthcare facilities that contribute to the quality of care and recovery process whilst promoting therapeutic goals and enhancing operational efficiency. Previous research has linked quality of care, patient health and wellbeing with the physical characteristics of the healthcare environment (Douglas and Douglas, 2004 and 2005). More specifically, there is clear evidence that the physical environment of hospitals can affect the healing process, for example: reducing the level of anxiety and stress.

aim, objectives and methodology

The main aim of this research was to gather evidence and information that would help to explore the relationship between the physical and healing environments, thus identifying good practice aimed at improving the design and construction of healthcare facilities. The research focused on reviewing recent literature in relating to: healthcare built environments; innovative design and construction solutions; measuring the performance of healthcare infrastructures and facilities; and barriers to innovation. The main objectives of the research were to:

• extract information from literature, evidence of current practice through the UK, the US and EU;
• establish the linkages of physical built environment and its impacts on patient recovery;
• review current solutions for the design and construction healthcare facilities;
• identify key factors relating to healthcare facility performance; and
• explore barriers to innovative design and construction solutions for healthcare facilities.

therapeutic environments

The concept of designing therapeutic environment is not new (Francis et al., 1999), however, relationships between environmental stimulus and response are complex and not fully understood (Canter and Canter, 1979). According to Gesler et al. (2004 pp.117-128): the therapeutic environment of hospitals relates to their physical, social and symbolic design; and the aim should be to produce facilities that are: “clinically efficient; well integrated within the community; accessible to consumers and the public; and encourage patient and staff well-being”. Many new facilities are now being delivered against very tight deadlines and committed to for 25-30 years without sufficient time to adequately plan. Delivering an uninterrupted service during the re-construction task is problematic, and little is understood about the way different built environments support the spectrum of service delivery processes and impact upon healthcare delivery costs and benefits (Farrelly, 2002). The applications of technological innovation for the design and construction of healthcare infrastructures and facilities, and the barriers to implementation of innovative solutions also need to be better understood (Eide, 2003).
BUIT AND HEALING ENVIRONMENTS

Researchers in design and architectural disciplines have demonstrated that people are sensitive and responsive to the stimuli that they receive from built environment (Beer and Higgins, 2000; Francis and Glanville, 2001; Hosking and Haggard, 1999). There is considerable evidence to support the claim that the design and construction of built environment can have a significant impact on clinical outcomes (Sorian, 2006). Researchers in the US and the UK have studied the various impacts of the built environment on patients’ health, wellbeing and recovery from illness, thus demonstrating how the design of healthcare environments can affect clinical and health outcome (Ulrich, 2003; Pattison and Roberton, 1996; Beauchemin, 1996). Various studies (Hilton, 1985; Keep, 1980; Rubin and Owen, 1998) have demonstrated that the design of the built environment can help to reduced anxiety, the need for palliative medications, tiredness and disturbance.

Built environments that support healthcare delivery must develop patient focused environments that enhance patients’ health and recovery processes (NHS, 2004). Integrated design and construction approaches have been used to develop hospitals with physical environments that have a positive influence in patients’ health and recovery outcomes (Tung, 1971; Cox and Cox, 2000). Douglas and Douglas (2005) examined patients’ perceptions of hospital environments and assessed the influence of built environment on patients’ health and wellbeing. The findings suggest that supportive built environments with good layout and accessibility can create an overall inviting, calming and engaging healthcare environment for patients and their families leading to improved patient recovery (Anonymous, 2005; Wendler, 1996).

Lawson and Phiri (2000) compared the outcomes of patients treated in modern designed hospital wards with similar patients cared for in older hospital environments. They concluded that the refurbished wards had better recovery results and shorter times for the healing process. However, it is difficult to determine how much of the improvement was associated with the physical environment and how much was associated with the subsequent improvement in healthcare service provision or the introduction of new technologies. The whole process is highly integrated, thus creating complex environments and systems to be studied.

MEASURING HEALTHCARE FACILITY PERFORMANCE

Many healthcare facility performance factors can be easily quantified, such as maintenance and running costs, however, many are of a highly subjective and qualitative nature where the perceptions of a wide and diverse group of stakeholders need to be taken into account. The contribution of the healing environment to facility performance (hence value) is in itself highly complex with many qualitative and quantitative factors that need to be taken into account. Several studies have investigated the influence of building layout, wards locations and views on the performance of healthcare facilities (Vogt, 1990, Taturm, et. al., 2004; Tung, 1971; Taturm, 2005). However, according to Toole (2001), performance is not only affected by the physical characteristics but also by the behaviour of users and surroundings. Doctors, nurses, patients and visitors have been studied to determine their influence on healthcare infrastructure performance (Shimizu, 1997; Hasegawa, 1994). The research findings demonstrate that:

- individual patient recovery rates have improved;
motivation of doctors and nurses is enhanced;
management culture stress and absence of doctors and nurses have been decreased considerably; and
patients’ attitude, violence to staff etc have been significantly reduced.
The performance of healthcare facilities has been measured by examining factors such as surgery, staff performance and cost using systematic tools, program and indicators to distinguish performance of healthcare service and facilities, for example:
patient recovery outcomes after clinical operations have used to determine the hospital performance (Gross, et al. 2000);
decision support systems have been developed to deal with key factors such as staff performance and healthcare equipment in relation to overall performance of healthcare facilities (Anderson and Brown, 2001);
the Baldrige Program was designated to measure the performance of healthcare provision by examining factors such as healthcare services and delivery, patient and consumers focus, marketing, human resources, cost effectiveness, leadership and social responsibility (NIST, 2003); and
hospital running costs were used as a key indicator to address the performance of healthcare facilities across the USA to improve overall performance (Isham, 2006)
The measurement of healthcare facility performance thus requires a holistic approach that takes into account the associated degree of complexity. This research has focussed on innovative design and construction solutions and their impact on the healing environment. Literature has emphasised the potential influences of design characteristics such vision, building layout, lighting and their role in providing an innovative healing environment. There are many claims that better healing environments can also have a positive influence on staff (doctors and nurses) productivity (NAHBRC, 2000; ASCE 1994).

INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE FACILITIES

Innovative design and construction solutions can lead to economic, social and environmental benefits associated with the provision of new or improved products/services, as well as decreasing the cost existing productions/services (Slaughter, 1998; Latham, 1994). This also applies to healthcare where innovative solutions can help to create appropriate healing environments, reduce costs, improve affordability and reduced risks (Seaden, 1996; Shimizu, 1997). More innovative design and construction solutions for healthcare infrastructure are needed to satisfy increasing demands for better healthcare provision and high quality healing environments. Bossink (2003) demonstrated how the innovative design and construction of hospitals could improve healthcare provision, hospital staff productivity and patient recovery. Other examples of innovation design and construction solutions for healthcare infrastructure include:
• innovative hospital layouts to improve privacy space and aid rapid recovery (Okoroh, et al., 2003; Harrison, 2001);
• better use of outdoor facilities including green space and good external views (Kearney and Winterbottom, 2005);
• innovative approaches to the design and construction of built environments that integrated well with and complement modern technologies, thus creating better healing environments (Wayne, 2003);
• the use of sustainable building components and materials to reduce life-cycle cost of building related products including replaceable windows, doors and facades (NAHBRC, 2000; Toole, 2001);
• recovery and waiting room areas are key to design and construction process, the early these equipment are delineated, the more efficient the design process can be (Uhlik and Himze, 1998);
• improved design standards and solutions for improved floor areas, and ventilation and room sealing to make a clean, intermediate and contaminated environment for patients (Johnson, 1998); and
• integrated and innovative methodologies and frameworks aimed at: reducing design and construction costs; and improving operational effectiveness of healthcare facilities (Hess, 2002; Schmitt, 2006).

Modern approaches to procurement, as listed below, have also been adopted and have encouraged more innovative approaches to the design and construction of healthcare facilities, for example:
• design and build approaches that integrate design professional/engineers with construction contractors to improve value by encouraging more innovative solutions, and reducing risk, schedule growth and cost growth (Shah, 1996); and
• Public Private Partnerships have been widely used in the UK and US to improve healthcare provision using private finance and better risk management (Winch, 1998; Miozzo and Dewick, 2002).

BARRIERS TO INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

• Mitropoulos and Tatum (2000) stated that barriers to adoption of innovative solutions in construction industry can be classified as:
• technological barriers: attributions of technological innovation, market pull (i.e.: demands, competition), technology push that is the chance offered by new technology to enhance operations (Tatum, 1989);
• organisational barriers: managerial attitude toward technology, organisation values innovation, and technological capability related to new technology, inefficient resources (Price and Chahal, 2006);
• financial barriers: cost effective technologies and include lack of awareness about new idea; and
people: problems in communicating how these idea could be effective, risk and liability from third parties (i.e.: owners, designs and policy makers) and struggle to change (Paulson and Fondahl, 1980).

A recent study (CORDIS, 2006) demonstrated that the main barriers to innovation in healthcare sector also include:

- the obligation to procure products most economically and practically;
- a lack of understanding of marketing requirements and end users’ (patients and doctors) needs; and
- a lack of collaboration between developers, users and investors.

Innovative solutions can be found for most aspects of healthcare: its delivery to consumers; its technology; and its business models. Substantial time and money has been invested in developing new solutions aimed at improving healthcare in the US (Herzlinger, 2006), however, the implementation of many innovative solutions has failed and proven to be very costly. Herzlinger (2006, p.60) suggested that the reasons behind such failures several factors could be classified as follows.

- **Players:** stakeholders in health care sector.
- **Funding:** financing for innovation’s development and paying for products and services.
- **Policy:** government regulation of healthcare.
- **Technology:** understanding how and when to adopt or invest in its critically important.
- **Customers:** the empowered and engaged consumers of healthcare – patients.
- **Accountability:** empowered consumers and cost-pressured payers are demanding accountability from health care innovator.

Middleton (2004, pp 3-6) suggested that there are possible solutions for reducing the barriers to technological innovations in healthcare service, these include:

- improved communications between industry and policy makers;
- increased investment in developing new technologies; and
- more industry involvement in development of innovations for healthcare.

According to Herzlinger (2006), if the barriers to innovation are to be reduced, legislation and regulations in the US need to change, thus making it easy for organisations/firms to reap the financial benefits from their innovations.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Increasing demands for better healthcare provision across the UK have created a need for innovative design and construction solutions that improve the healthcare environment and help to achieve a more cost effective healthcare service. Information on current developments and practice in relation to therapeutic environments has been reviewed. Relationships between the physical environment and patient recovery have been investigated and the potential impact of healthcare built environments on the healing process has been assessed. Critical factors which impact on the performance
of a healthcare facility, such as building layout and stakeholder participation have been examined.

Previous research has demonstrated that factors such as building layout, positioning of furniture and ward colour can have significant impacts on the healing processes. The measurement of healthcare facility performance and factors which affect performance have been discussed, for example the influence of doctors, nurses, patients and building characteristics.

The benefits from innovative design and construction solutions, along with the barriers to innovation, such as technology, finance, people and communication have been discussed.

There is clear evidence that computer based solutions, such simulation of physical layout against a range of value criteria could help to model innovative therapeutic environments and reduce some of the barriers to innovation. The use of integrated design and construction and Public Private Partnerships have also been used to encourage innovative solutions through better risk management.

There is a considerable amount of information and knowledge available regarding healthcare infrastructure design, construction and performance, however, most is highly fragmented and not easily accessible. This fragmentation presents an opportunity for the development of a highly accessible resource in relation to innovative design and construction solutions, healthcare facilities performance to improve healing environment and cost efficiency. Other opportunities for further research includes:

- development of integrated ICT based solutions in relation to design and construction for healthcare facilities;
- establishment of a holistic approach to the measurement healthcare facility performance;
- development of frameworks and processes for continuous improvement; and
- investigation of the impacts of policy, technology, user requirements to remove existing barriers to innovative solutions for healthcare.
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